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Threats are potential events, intentional or not, that compromise the conﬁdentiality, integrity, and/or availability
of information systems. Defending against threats and attacks requires actionable threat intelligence. Using this
intelligence to minimise risk, requires a systematic methodology or framework that recognises every possible
threat scenario. This can be done with Threat Modelling (TM), which assists with identifying, understanding and
providing visibility of threats affecting an organisation. The focus of this study is to determine TM limitations,
strengths, and any perceivable gaps. It has also focused on identifying any possible enhancements that may
improve TM performance and efﬁciency when modelling sophisticated attacks such as Advanced Persistent
Threats (APT).

1. Introduction

1.1. Research motivation

To adequately protect an organisation, a defender requires visibility
over its assets, associated vulnerabilities and the threats to them. Vulnerabilities are weaknesses that can be exploited via the intersection of
three elements: a system susceptibility or ﬂaw, an attacker access to the
ﬂaw, and attacker capability to exploit the ﬂaw [1]. NIST deﬁnes a threat
as "The potential for a threat source to exploit (intentional) or trigger
(accidental) a speciﬁc vulnerability” [2].
Threat Modelling (TM) is a process during which speciﬁc potential
security vulnerabilities and their associated risks are identiﬁed, so that
they can be addressed in a targeted manner [3]. It is a mechanism to
evaluate controls, system security and a key task for developing secure
applications. TM creates and formalises a process that identiﬁes threats
and analyses the vulnerabilities of an individual or combination of Information and communications technology (ICT) asset's [4]. By modelling threats, our aim is to be proactive in identifying, classifying and
describing them, to enable the visibility of an attack or a campaign of
attacks.
This study uses a literature review approach designed to identify
the knowledge that currently exists in modelling threats. The contributions of this study are to provide a critical review, to determine
which framework or a combination of frameworks can be used for
successful TM. It will also discuss possible enhancements with a view
to the future direction of threat modelling Advanced Persistent Threats
(APT).

Identifying attackers within a network or on a host, requires having
visibility of suspicious events or actions, that can be identiﬁed through
indicators. An indicator of Compromise (IoC) is an action known to be
caused by or under the inﬂuence of an adversary [5]. Identifying these
indicators are a primary function of a Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM). A SIEM correlates events, alerts and other lower
levels of IoC from multiple disparate sources. To accomplish this, the
complex relationships between the collated data and actual intrusions
needs to be explicitly deﬁned.
An APT is a heavily resourced attack group that remains undetected
for an extensive period, after initially compromising a computer host or
network. To detect an APT, these SIEM rules need to be aware of the
correlations of all levels of IoC. This can be done by combining identifying low-level IoC's to derive a high-level picture of an individual or
group of related attack patterns. It should also be noted that other events
not representing an IoC can also provide contextual information that can
be essential in the identiﬁcation of an APT campaign [6]. To identify an
active persistent attack scenario current event data, and the aggregation
of behaviour and events over time is required. This approach means that
high-level IoC's, such as, an attackers Tactics (goals), Techniques (actions) and Procedures (TTP) need to be researched [5, 7, 8].
TTPs are “descriptive” in nature and are for characterising the how
and what of an adversary's behaviour [9]. Lower level indicators are
“detective” in nature and are for specifying conditions or states that may
exist to indicate the presence of a TTP along with relevant contextual
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inter-rater reliability (IRR) [14]. This will be discussed at length in the
inter-rater reliability section.
A common theme in the reviewed papers were the 4 aspects to Cyber
Threat Intelligence (CTI) (Figure 3) [15], Centric based TM (Figures 2, 4,
and 5) [16, 17], and types of TM (Figures 6, 7, and 8) [16, 18, 19]. An axis
and quadrant style representation encouraged by ENISA [15] was used
for our study's original ﬁgures, including a the recreation of their representation of the CTI program (Figure 3). Mind maps in this quadrant
inspired format, were used to graphically display TM attribute groupings
(Figures 2, 3, and 8). These supporting data entities also documented and
linked additional attributes, such as, the software tools used, features and
related datasets to TM.

information. Lower level indicators are not used to characterise the
particulars of any given adversary's behaviour, only how to detect it
(Figure 1).
There are several methods that can assist with identifying these highlevel IoC's [8, 11, 12]. This is the motivation for this research, that is, we
will identify the knowledge and approaches that currently exist, in
modelling APT threats.
Threat modelling is centred around four main approaches. These
include an asset-centric, system -centric, threat-centric and a data-centric
approach (Figure 2).
This motivation has led to the following research questions.
1) What are the current knowledge gaps or limitations in modelling APT
style attacks?
2) What additional processes and approaches can be employed to increase the effectiveness and performance of modelling APT style
attacks?

1.3. Structure of the paper
This review paper has been structured to ensure the background and
motivation of our study are addressed ﬁrst to give context to our
research. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 details
the vulnerabilities, threats and attacks. Section 3 will discuss threat intelligence. Section 6 identiﬁes tools and standards that assist in
enhancing relevant Threat Modelling techniques (Section 4) and Taxonomies (Section 5).
To better understand current trends Tables 7 and 8 identify threat
model advantages and limitations and Section 7 details the insights that
have been gained as the result of the critical review. Section 8 highlights
the possible future direction of the research followed by the conclusion.

1.2. Research methodology
The papers our study has evaluated were selected based on our
research questions. We have investigated these selected papers (Table 1)
using a list of search terms and then have critically analysed the documented approaches and methods. We identify if the study has been
effective, the robustness and impact of the proposed solution, and to
address the limitations and strengths the model may have. Only the papers showing signiﬁcant impact were selected as those considered for
further research.
To identify available studies on Threat Modelling (TM), a systematic
query was conducted using 3 leading English language scientiﬁc databases. To provide additional visibility we also used a library search engine provided by the researcher's university [13], whose search
repository consists of 253 databases. The initial search results provided
this study with 70 results with an overlap of 9 papers.
To facilitate non-biased results, we used the generic keyword “threat
model”. This result set was then reﬁned further by applying ﬁlters
(Table 2) resulting in 101 papers identiﬁed for further study. A ﬁnal 49
were used.
The primary publications selected by this research closely discuss
approaches to modelling APT's. The associated articles that have been
reviewed are tabled and ordered chronologically (Table 9).
To analyse our result set, a local database was developed to store the
publications their related entities and metadata in a structured, normalised and relational format. This result set was also used to identify
advantages and limitations speciﬁc to the modelling approaches discussed. To demonstrate consistency among observational ratings provided by multiple reviewers, research designs require the assessment of

1.4. Interrater reliability
Interrater reliability refers to the extent to which two or more individuals agree. That is, IRR measures the extent to which one person will
interpret the data in the same way and assign it the same metadata over
time [20, 21, 100]. Our research design required the assessment of IRR to
demonstrate consistency among our reviewers in the extraction of TM
strengths and limitations. To ensure transparency, validity a subjective
view of extracting current strengths and limitations in modelling APT
style attacks, we will discuss the IRR data and our analysis used by three
reviewers (Tables 3 and 4).
For consistency and to identify any discrepancies in how the
reviewer's evaluation of the TM may have differed, our study used an IRR
training agreement test tool. The main author (Reviewer A) initially
identiﬁed TM related excerpts (145) from the identiﬁed papers that
explicitly identiﬁed strengths and/or limitations of a speciﬁc TM. These
initial TM strengths (35) and limitations (27) were collated and used to
create our IRR codes (Table 5 - Iteration 1). This provided our study with
the ability for consistent reviewer agreements (IRR codes) based on
supporting evidence (excerpts). A then allocated these IRR codes to the
145 excerpts. IRR Training tests were then created to test the if the reviewers agreed upon the assignment of codes to their relevant TM
excerpts.
These IRR tests were conducted after the research papers were
identiﬁed (Iteration 1) and throughout our study. Tables 3 and 4 identify
at each iteration the reviewer (A, B, C) who took an agreement test. That
is, to determine consistency in associating TM strengths and weaknesses
an agreement test (Table 5) was used after each iteration to identify and
resolve any reviewer disagreements [21].
There were three iterations required to assign strength codes to the 11
TM (Table 3 – iteration 1). The ﬁrst iteration used only reviewer A and
was an initial discovery of all relevant strengths (Table 5 – iteration 1)
identiﬁed in excerpts from the 49 primary papers. As our research
question is to identify limitations a second reviewer was used in the ﬁrst
iteration for the agreement on limitation codes (Tables 4 and 5 -Iteration
1).
The second iteration required all reviewers to evaluate and agree in
the list and their associated excerpts. In doing so, both strengths and
limitations were reduced, from 35 to 26 and from 27 to 20 respectively

Figure 1. The pyramid of pain [10].
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Figure 2. Threat modelling approaches.

Table 1. Research papers identiﬁed.
Source

CDU Library

IEEE-Explore

Science Direct

Results

70

22

14

Filtered

9

0

0

Duplicates

9

10

9

Primary

44

13

12

4

49

Secondary

17

9

2

13

40

12

12

Additional

Misc.

Total

101

(Table 5 – iteration 1–2). This was due to the removal of some and others
were combined, such as, Extensible/Flexible and Pre/Post compromise.
Once consensus on these codes was agreed upon in iteration 2, multiple
tests assign codes to TM related excerpts were used to.
The ﬁnal iteration was to measure the extent to which reviewers had
interpreted the excerpts in the same way, that is, to assign it the same
metadata/code in tests over the last two iterations.
The ability to ﬁnalise excerpts that explicitly identiﬁed a strength or
limitation allowed a perfect agreement (1.0) to be reached with all three
reviewers over the two ﬁnal iterations.

Solving the problem of linking attackers to vulnerabilities can be
dated back to 1998 was evident in a number of research projects [29, 30,
31, 32].
There are several repositories that exists to assist in identifying and
determining if a vulnerability is relevant to a setting or misconﬁguration.
The following are the major initiatives [33] that can assist defenders in
identifying weakness in their infrastructure and environment:
1. Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) is a structured naming scheme
for information technology systems, software, and packages. It is a
standard that describes and identiﬁes classes of hardware devices,
operating systems, and host applications. This standard naming can

2. Vulnerabilities, attacks and threats
To compromise a system an attacker would need to discover a target
and identify an exploitable vulnerability. The challenge is to identify the
priorities, when reducing vulnerabilities and their associated threats.
There are several sources [22, 23, 24, 25] that provide quantiﬁable
metrics, attributes and scoring on known vulnerabilities and exploits.
These vulnerability metrics or scores combined with a process to identify
relevant threats can guide defenders in targeting and prioritising solutions. A number of studies has identiﬁed that the analysis of vulnerability/threat combination remains a manual process [16, 26, 27, 28].

Table 2. Research search criteria.

3

Search String

“Threat Model” “Threat Modelling” “Threat Intelligence” “APT” Cyber

Inclusion ﬁlter

Journals, Early Access Articles, Articles
Dissertations, Text Resources, Years: 2017–2020,
Added results outside CDU Library

Exclusion ﬁlter

Sharing
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Figure 3. Cyber Threat Intelligence approaches [15].

process of ﬁnding possible vulnerabilities in software products. It
receives as input a list of software products and employs both the CPE
dictionary and the CVE feeds. It creates a list of CPE candidates that
match a software product and searches for CVEs that possibly match
the assigned CPE.
Based on our review, there is no single research/model that has
proposed a complete solution that uses CVE information to correlate the
common characteristics of attackers, exploits and vulnerabilities for
attack prediction. There is also a lack of literature that attributes the
actors' tactics using the mapping of CVE and CPEs.
CVSS scores vulnerabilities by combining and quantifying a vulnerability, through documented standards. Two common uses of CVSS are
prioritisation of remediation activities and in calculating the severity of
vulnerabilities. The National Vulnerability Database (NVD) provides
CVSS scores for almost all known vulnerabilities [22]. Researchers [19,
35] have used CVSS data in their studies, however, the limitation of this
scoring system is that it does not take into consideration the environmental context, asset value, likelihood and impact if the vulnerability
was exploited.
To be relevant to a defender, a threat requires access to an asset that
has a weakness. Threats can be grouped into malicious, non-malicious,
internal and external. The potential risk of being compromised, is
viewed as the association between a threat, a vulnerability and an asset
[36]. Threats can be further broken down into threat agents and threat
events.
A Threat Agent is an entity that initiates an attack, so it may be
technology, processes, human, natural events, environmental factors, or
a combination of any of these. Attacking is the actual activity or event in
which the Threat Agent attempts to compromise an Asset. An attacker
proﬁle deﬁnes a group of attackers with similar goals and capabilities. By
classifying attackers, their characteristics and aligning them with

Figure 4. Reviewed papers data and system-centric.

then be used to identify associated vulnerabilities in the conﬁguration
of the asset or in the asset itself.
2. The Common Vulnerability and Exposure (CVE) identiﬁes vulnerability and exposure information; however, it does not necessarily
identify any of the weaknesses in the libraries from third parties, that
are included in the ﬁnal product. The Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) assists with this shortcoming. It identiﬁes the causes of
vulnerabilities that exist within code are catalogued. CWE is integrated into the scoring of CVE. Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS) was developed separately, but speciﬁcally, to provide severity
scoring to identiﬁed CVEs.
3. Inventory Vulnerability Analysis (IVA) is a system developed by Luis
Alberto Benthin Sanguino [34]. It was designed to automate the
4
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Figure 5. Reviewed papers asset and threat-centric.

The capability of APT's has evolved over time as these groups
continue to expand on their current targets and therefore implementing
enhanced or new TTP's [99]. These groups can develop ﬁt for purpose
malware and data exﬁltration methods. APT Threat Modelling is an
extension of general threat modelling. It recognises that attacks or
campaigns are usually conducted through a series of phases. The development of the cyber Kill-chain [42] and MITRE's ATT&CK [43] framework has been developed from years of APT observations and related
threat intelligence.

associated vulnerabilities, an analyst can start to learn how an asset can
be compromised [37, 38]. To defend against attackers, a better understanding of the nature of current vulnerabilities as well as existing and
future cyber threats is needed to make an informed decision [39].
2.1. Advanced persistent threat (APT)
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are surreptitious attacks that are
employed by knowledgeable and resourceful adversaries whose intent is
to compromise the Conﬁdentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) of an
information and/or critical infrastructure. An APT's attack is well planned and consists of multiple phases, that are designed to reach and persist
in the target system without detection. APT's choose their tools based on
the environment and steps required, to achieve their goal [40, 41].

3. Cyber threat intelligence
Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) focuses on the identiﬁcation, collection, processing and analysis of threat intelligence about existing and

Figure 6. Reviewed papers Formal/Graphical TM.
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conﬁgure systems and controls. Tactical CTI is often referred to as Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) produced from internal sources
or obtained externally [15, 44]. CTI traditionally analyses attacks after
they have already happened, resulting in reactive advice. Therefore, to be
relevant the Cyber Threat Intelligence Cycle needs to be a continuous
iterative process. At all stages there requires feedback and review to
validate and assure that it produces actionable intelligence [45, 46].
Operational teams and researchers have been seeking to develop
proactive CTI by better understanding current threats. Samtani et al. [47]
explains that potential threats can be identiﬁed directly from malicious
intruder communities. They identiﬁed a framework that contributes to
the understanding and implementation of proactive identiﬁcation of
cyber threats [47]. The framework identiﬁes many openly available,
malicious assets (unstructured data and artefacts) in the dark web such as
crypters, keyloggers, SQL Injections, and password crackers. A limitation
of this research is that forums only provide data from attacks that have
already occurred. Therefore, a similar comprehensive opensource or internal dataset on historical attacks, can deliver the same intelligence.
To be effective, CTI requires reputable sources of data that can be
provided by vendors, opensource repositories, as well as internally
sourced datasets. To support the security community, ENISA (European
Network and Information Security Agency) has released a reliable
cybersecurity search engine named Open-CSAM. This tool aims to
continuously monitor CTI sources, highlighting trending cybersecurity
threat content, using artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) [15].
CTI can be collected in structured and unstructured format. However,
to be useable almost all data collected needs to be transformed in some
understandable form, whether it be a manual (human) or automatic
(computer) process [48]. Structured data, such as STIX (Structured
Threat Information eXpression), from reputable sources, follow standards and are easy to automatically ingest [49]. Unstructured data such
as reports, web sites or community forums can present a challenge to
consume and require some sort of manual analysis. Structuring data and
indicating their relationships is where a threat taxonomy ﬁts within the
CTI lifecycle. A threat intelligence capable organisation can use threat
taxonomies to provide probability estimates for threat activities [28].

Figure 7. Reviewed papers automated or manual TM.

potential attacks. Based on our research, we have identiﬁed and focused
on four areas of Cyber Threat Intelligence namely Strategic, Tactical,
Operational and Technical (Figure 3). These functions determine the
sources of data required for actionable intelligence.
The sources for threat modelling are primarily from the tactical and
operational quadrants, however, the technical and strategic areas add
value to some models by providing relevance and context.
Strategic CTI is is high-level information, relevant to senior executives that aligns security objectives to business goals [98]. Operational
CTI is relevant to penetration testers, defenders and incident response
personnel. Technical CTI informs technical staff who monitors and

Figure 8. Quadrants identifying Automated/Manual and Formal/Graphical Threat Models.
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Table 3. Assigning strengths to Threat models.
Strength

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

1 Reviewer (A)
Threat Models

Iteration 3

3 Reviewers (A, B, C)

A

B

C

A

3 Reviewers (A, B, C)

B

C

A

B

C

DFD
STRIDE
Attack Trees
Stochastic
Kill chain
PRE-ATT&CK
ATT&CK
CAPEC
TARA
Diamond
NIST 800-154

Table 4. Assigning limitations to Threat models.
Limitation

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

2 Reviewers (A, B, C)
Threat Models

A

Iteration 3

3 Reviewers (A, B, C)

B

C

A

3 Reviewers (A, B, C)

B

C

A

B

C

DFD
STRIDE
Attack Trees
Stochastic
Kill chain
PRE-ATT&CK
ATT&CK
CAPEC
TARA
Diamond
NIST 800-154

Table 5. Post iteration Code Agreement matrix.
Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Reviewers (A, B)

Reviewers (A, B, C)

Reviewers (A, B, C)

Code

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

Strength

35

0

-

21

21

21

26

26

26

Limitation

27

22

-

19

19

19

19

19

19

Agreement

1.0

0.8

-

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

focusses more on the higher-level Indicator of Compromise's (IOC) which
are less dynamic and provide actionable intelligence. At all levels, these
IOC's can be correlated by a SIEM that will alert incident responders for
investigation and remediation if deemed necessary. Once Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP) are identiﬁed and controlled, the attacker
will need to adapt new attack patterns to continue to be a threat. Noor U.

A graphical representation of applying CTI to detect and respond
initiatives was introduced by David Bianco. This “Pyramid of Pain”
(Figure 1) shows the hierarchical relationship between indicator types
used to detect an attackers actions and “how much pain it would cause
them when you are able to deny those indicators to them” [10]. The
higher up the pyramid, the longer these indicators will exist. That is, it
7
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examines data-centric system threat modelling, which is threat modelling
that is focused on protecting particular types of data within systems [17].
The threat-centric or attacker-centric is the last approach and it efforts
concentrate on evaluating the attackers target, and attempts to identify
the possible vectors needed for to fulﬁll their objective [42, 56, 57]. This
study is focused on a identifying the best model and approaches that can
reduce the risk of APT's.
Most existing approaches for threat modelling that use CTI (Figure 3),
can be generally divided into two core approaches, Graphical and
Formal. Formal modelling is a method based on mathematical (stochastic) models [16]. Whilst graphical modelling uses attack trees, attack
graphs, Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs), or tables [27].
The 10 most relevant threat model approaches identiﬁed in the
research reviewed, will be discussed. Data Flow Diagrams represent a
graphical model, Attack Trees are both graphical and formal, whilst the
remaining approaches (ATT&CK, Kill Chain, STRIDE, TARA, CAPEC,
Diamond and NIST 800-154) are formal models.

et al. utilised this pyramid and believes that the low-level IOCs can only
useful for a limited time period, as the attacker can vary their indicators
by using alternate service providers, IP addresses, attack servers and
domain names etc. [50].
The most common standard for effective information sharing is STIX.
STIX 2.0 deﬁnes a set of Cyber Observable Objects for characterising
host-based, network, and related entities. Each of these objects correspond to a single or group of data attributes that are commonly represented in CTI and digital forensics. STIX's has 12 Domain Objects that
provide additional context to the enclosed data. They are Attack Pattern,
Campaign, Course of Action, Identity, Indicator, Intrusion, Malware,
Observed Data, Report, Threat Actor, Tool and Vulnerability [46, 49].
This structured data speciﬁcally references the Kill chain phases (Attack
Pattern, Indicator, Malware, Tool), CAPEC(Attack Pattern) and can be
used by Markov chains, to predict attack paths [39, 42, 51].
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are systems that integrate physical,
computational, and networking components. In a study by Martins, et al.
[16], it was identiﬁed that there is limited tools available assist with
methodically analysing CPS threats. The scarcity of these tools is due to
the diverse features of a CPS. That is, CPS's can be consist of various
hardware and/or software components that make it difﬁcult for one tool
to model threats. Martins, et al. proposed a Generic Modelling Environment from a previous research paper [52] that supported their CPS threat
analysis model.
Malware Information Sharing Platform (MISP) is an open source
Threat Intelligence Platform and Standards for Threat Information
Sharing. The MISP threat sharing platform is a free and open source
software that assists in sharing threat intelligence including IoC's. It is a
threat intelligence platform for gathering, storing and sharing of the IoC's
of targeted attacks. These are sourced from vulnerability repositories,
CTI, ﬁnancial fraud, criminal activities and terrorism related information
[53].

4.1. Data ﬂow diagrams
A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a graphical representation of a system,
that shows all the inputs, logical internal processes and outputs. Threat
Modelling (TM) with DFD's focusses on external entities, trust boundaries, the data store as well as, the processing and ﬂow of the data
through the system.
Making a DFD can be a time-consuming task, and it is not to be used in
isolation, it can be strongly advocated that it is only one phase of the
threat modelling process [58, 59].
DFD's can be used within other threat modelling approaches. Studies
from Eng et al. [55] and Cheung [60] incorporated DFD's with a complementing modelling technique called STRIDE (Spooﬁng, Tampering,
Repudiation, Denial of Service and Elevation of Privilege). They both
identiﬁed that DFD elements (Table 6) can be used in conjunction with
the threat types of STRIDE (Spooﬁng, Tampering, Repudiation, Denial of
Service and Elevation of Privilege).

4. Threat modelling
A risk model is a quantitative representation identifying the likelihood and impact a threat will have on an asset. As such, Threat Modelling
(TM) is a component of a Risk Modelling. TM is an iterative process that
deﬁnes and proﬁles an asset, identiﬁes, prioritises and monitors security
threats and evaluates their associated controls. It formalises the process
to analyse the security vulnerabilities and risks of a host, an application
and/or network service [4, 54].
The aim of TM is to be proactive in identifying, classifying and
describing threats, that provide visibility of an attacker or a campaign of
attacks. This promotes the evolution of resilience, by anticipating,
withstanding and recovering from a security incident. There are 4 recognised approaches to modelling threats (Figure 2). The ﬁrst, is an
approach that focuses on individual account, system and/or data that has
a value to the attacker. It is the target the attacker requires to compromise
to complete their objective, and it is the asset that requires protection
[55].
The second, a system or software-centric threat modelling, begins
with an architectural design model of a system and its software. It focuses
on all identifying all components and their possible related attack vectors. The third is a draft publication published by NIST. This publication

4.2. STRIDE (Spooﬁng, tampering, repudiation, Denial of Service and
Elevation of Privilege)
STRIDE (Spooﬁng, Tampering, Repudiation, Denial of Service and
Elevation of Privilege) is a system/software-based taxonomy for identifying threats based on their explicit type. It was ﬁrst introduced to developers at Microsoft in 1999 and was used to assist developers in
identifying threats relevant to their software products. The root cause can
be categorised as security ﬂaw in design, a security bug in coding, or an
issue due to insecure conﬁguration [61].
STRIDE helps address threats to conﬁdentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, authorisation, and nonrepudiation [18]. However, it
does not identify speciﬁc attack vectors or actions, it primarily categorises general types of threats, therefore, to be thorough, additional vectors from known attack libraries need to be also investigated and
considered [54, 62, 63, 64]. A STRIDE Category can have multiple threats
and alternatively a threat can have multiple STRIDE categories.
To effectively apply Machine Learning (ML) to threat models requires
some level of automation and portability. Shevchenko et al. identiﬁes the

Table 6. Threat types for the four elements of a DFD.
DFD Element Type

S

T

R

External Entity
Data Flow
Data Store
Process

8

I

D

E
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of threats, and to plan effective impact measures, including proactive
ones [15].
The second direction was the use in Cyber Defence of the techniques
and methods of traditional military science and military intelligence, that
is, Kill chains. The term kill chain, was originally used as a military
concept related to the structure of the attack. The idea is to effectively
prevent or counteract the opponent in the various phases of the attack
lifecycle [42, 68, 69].
The intrusion kill chain is deﬁned as reconnaissance, weaponization,
delivery, exploitation, installation, command and control (C2), and actions on objectives (AOO) [42]. The intelligence-driven computer
network defence (CND) model in Hutchins et al. study used Lockheed's
kill chain model to describe the phases of intrusions and then maps the
adversary kill chain indicators to defending courses of action [70]. This
approach has speciﬁc defence techniques that leverage knowledge about
adversaries to create an intelligence feedback loop, decreasing the likelihood of a successful compromise. The model is designed to mitigate
both vulnerabilities and threat components of a risk.
To attribute cyber threats effectively, it is necessary to identify them
based on their attack patterns different phases of the kill chain. These are
tactics, techniques, procedures and the tools used (software). Tactics are
the goals or states an attacker tries to achieve to complete their mission. A
technique is how a speciﬁc behaviour or activity achieves that goal or
state. A tactic can have many techniques and a technique can have many
tactics (Figure 9). Procedures and software identify the tools or steps used
to complete a series of actions conducted in a certain order or manner. To
achieve one of these steps an APT's can use many tactics. In turn, these
tactics are accomplished by using one or many techniques and/or software tools.
The researchers Hutchins et al. [70] and Noor U. et al. [50, 71]
conﬁrm that the TTP's of the attacker remains consistent over a period of
time. This allows greater conﬁdence in the predictability of the lower
level indicators of attack. It also identiﬁes the individual attack patterns
that can be linked to a broader intrusion set (see Figure 9) and promotes
the iterative nature of intelligence gathering. The continuous risk-based
model also conﬁrms that environment needs to be re-assessed to determine if additional threat data affects the likelihood of an asset or its
supporting asset being compromise.
An evolution of the kill chain is Lockheed Martin Intelligence Driven
Defense® model (LMIDDM). It gathers intelligence from the adversary
during the threat life cycle and uses it to minimise the impact of an
attack. Methodology and maturity using SOC services, Situational
awareness, knowledge management, analysis, mitigation and measurement [70]. The Cyber Kill Chain® framework is component of LMIDDM.
There have been only 2 articles reviewed associated with Lockheed
Martin [42, 70]. However, this does not reﬂect the signiﬁcant contribution from Lockheed Martin to the modelling approach we will take in our
study.
In each phase of their kill chain model Noor et al provides examples of
the existence of the adversary's attack patterns in the form of TTPs, which
in turn can be linked to their attack and detection mechanisms [50].
However, Kill chains on their own are not effective at mapping these
actions to their associated vulnerabilities, which limits identifying relevant controls and detection mechanisms [63].

use of both STRIDE and CVSS are able to be automated [19], however,
because of its narrow software focus it requires additional support to
identify all possible threats.
4.3. Attack trees
Attack Trees are conceptual diagrams that use a branching, hierarchical data structure. They map threats and their possible attack vectors
required, to achieve their goal or state. Bruce Schneier introduce this
concept to model threats against computer systems. It breaks down all the
known attacks to a system, and then attaches a risk and cost values to
each attack vector [31].
Attack trees formally identify and deﬁne the variety of attacks a
system can be subjected to. The common steps in the attack tree approach
is to deﬁne the overall goal and decompose it into sub goals. It represents
all possible attacks in a hierarchical tree structure, with the root node
signifying the goal of the attack and the leaf nodes depicting the many
permutations of paths that may be followed to fulﬁll the objective [16].
The leaf nodes are potential sub-goals and/or states that an attacker
requires to achieve before the next level of compromise. The sub-goals
can be either OR or AND sub goals. That is, an AND sub goal requires
both sub goals to be achieved, whereas an OR requires only one to be
achieved to continue the attacker's path [65]. Attack Trees are both
graphical and formal, that is, apart from the graphical nature of an attack
tree, you can also assign values to the various leaf nodes. Using these
values can assist in predicting whether an attack may happen. That is, if
an attack costs the perpetrator more than the beneﬁt, that attack will
most likely not occur [66]. One common limitation of Attack Trees is that
they are static in nature and the ability to scale is resource intensive [16,
32, 39, 62, 65, 66].
Defence trees extends the attack tree approach by incorporating
various defensive measures against the attack vector. This model was
further extended by the University of Luxembourg by formally introducing an attack-defence tree [37]. An attack-defence tree (ADTree)
considers the actions taken by an attacker to achieve their objective, as
well as, associating additional defence actions and/or controls that may
be used to mitigate one or many, attack paths [16].
4.4. Stochastic or mathematical models
Stochastic (Stochastic or Mathematical) model-based threat modelling approaches commonly convert attack actions and associated attributes to Markov chains, and analyses them through the use of state
transition matrices. That is, the next state of the system depends entirely
on the current state. This aspect allows Markov Chains the ability identify
chains of attack vectors that require preceding and current system states
to be met before an attack can continue on its current path [39].
The use of game theory has also been used to assist in modelling
APT's. game-theoretic foundation by establishing a multi-stage Bayesian
game framework to capture incomplete information of deceptive APTs
and their multistage multi-phase movement. Another stochastic
approach was used to conduct behavioural analysis of an attacker once a
system had been compromised. Martins, et al. [16] discusses an “integrated security and dependability evaluation approach” using a formal
game theory approach to model the intruders behaviour. It believes a
formal stochastic based model that incorporates behaviour, will provide
a better solution when compared to the attack tree alternative [67].

4.6. Adversarial Tactics, techniques & Common Knowledge (ATT&CK)
There are several frameworks that describe and categorise adversarial
behaviours based on real-world observations of their tactics and techniques. In 2013 to better understand cyber threats, the MITRE corporation developed the Adversarial Tactics Techniques & common
Knowledge (ATT&CK) Framework [56]. Pre October 2020, MITRE had
ATT&CK matrices associated with Enterprise assets (Linux/MacOS/Windows) [72], Mobile devices [73], and an initial PRE-ATT&CK
[74] pattern. PRE-ATT&CK was a framework which aligns with the ﬁrst
three phases of the kill chain, that is, reconnaissance, weaponization, and

4.5. Kill chain
The European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)
identiﬁed the two main trends of adopting the philosophy and methods
of Military Intelligence and introducing Artiﬁcial Intelligence into technologies for counteraction of cyber-attacks. The ﬁrst was the qualitative
transition to new cyber defence tools involving use of artiﬁcial intelligence methods to analyse information exchanged, network ﬂows, sources
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Figure 9. ATT&CK Model relationships [63].

some common and redundant phases would increase false alarms.
Milajerdi et al. addressed this technical challenge by identifying benign
patterns and heuristics that assigned weights to the nodes and paths in
the graph that enabled a ranking system [40].
Noor et al, developed a novel framework that uses TTPs derived
from both unstructured and structured cyber threat intelligence as a
means for investigating data breaches. It suggested the attackers' TTPs
remain the same and they are “re-used over and over again with little
innovation” [71]. The fundamental principle of the proposed framework is the TTP Threat Detection (TTD) semantic network. This
approach uses the ability to map the higher-level tactics and techniques to the lower-level threat artefacts of an attacker or group of
attackers.
The methodology and the results presented in this study highlighted that security incidents can be mapped to TTPs, that are further
mapped to their associated artefacts, in a way that an ML algorithm
could automatically forecast or predict connections with a large degree of certainty. This approach can also assist even if a dataset
contains only partial or incomplete information. In the case of an
unforeseen threat, the system provides the security analyst details of
the most probable attack pattern that uses the threat artefacts and
recommends effective detection and control measures. The supporting CTI and detection mechanisms are able to be dynamically updated, as new data becomes available or a new version of MITRE's
ATT&CK taxonomy is released [71].
A second study also by Noor et al. [50] researched a Machine
Learning (ML) based cyber threat attribution framework using
high-level IoC's. The authors present a framework that investigates
cyber threat incidents and attributes them to an adversary using TTP's
extracted from structured and unstructured CTI sources. The framework is based primarily on mapping these low-level threat artefacts to
an attacker's high-level indicators such as tactics, techniques, procedures, tools and malware. The researchers tested 5 Machine Learning
classiﬁcation approaches to attribute an adversary based on the TTPs
identiﬁed in CTI being mapped to feature labels derived from MITRE's
ATT&CK taxonomy.
Noor et al. admit that their study is far from being conclusive as
the framework is dependent on the integrity of the threat data it uses
[50]. That is, for effective attribution, the reputation of CTI sources
needs to be objectively weighted to ensure the ML algorithm is provided with relevant CTI data speciﬁc to the environmental context
and MITRE's ATT&CK taxonomy.

delivery. Version 8 of the ATT&CK Enterprise framework now incorporates PRE_ATT&CK and now aligns closer to all phases of the kill
chain including the post access phases of exploitation, installation, C2,
and AOO [72].
Tactics represent the highest level of abstraction within the ATT&CK
model. They are the tactical goals an adversary has during an operation.
The techniques within the ATT&CK model describe the actions that adversaries may take to achieve their tactical objectives [5]. ATT&CK
builds on the Cyber Kill Chain, by focusing on the Techniques, Tactics,
Software and indicators associated with speciﬁc adversaries (Figure 9).
An important distinction between a technique in ATT&CK and an IOC is
that many of the ATT&CK techniques are legitimate system functions that
can be used for malicious purposes [5], which makes it harder for defenders to detect. MITRE has also mapped Software attacks from publicly
reported technique use and accounts for the capability of the software
adversary to use a technique [75].
The ATT&CK framework uses a quantitative data model that addresses the gaps that exist between strategic & operational, and operational & tactical intelligence. That is, at a strategic level, the executive
leadership use actionable intelligence to prioritise and maximise their
resources whilst minimising risk. At the operational level, this framework
assists in threat analysis, vulnerability management and relevant security
awareness based on the current threat landscape [15].
Xiong, Zhu et al. believes an overly complicated multiphase model
can be used only to better understand APTs, not to detect them [41]. The
study discusses three main problems using existing research conducted
by Milajerdi et al [40], to support their claim. The ﬁrst identiﬁes that
“detecting hundreds of techniques is hard to implement and can cause
high detection overhead”, however, Milajerdi et al identiﬁes this challenge and provides a directed provenance and high-level scenario graph
as the solution [40]. Our review also found a minor discrepancy in Xiong,
Zhu et al. study as it was limited to only 11 tactics of the MITRE ATT&CK
framework, ATT&CKv7 consisted of twelve tactics Initial Access,
Execution, Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defence Evasion, Credential
Access, Discovery, Lateral Movement, Collection, C2, Exﬁltration and
Impact [41, 72], ATT&CKv8 includes the two additional phases of
Reconnaissance and Resource Development merged from PRE-ATT&CK.
Our study agrees with Xiong, Lagerstr€
om et al. [27] who's second
issue of identifying vulnerabilities, require prior knowledge, and it is
hard to detect unknown attacks. However, their approach would still be
able to detect known attacks, in a real-time detection system. Another
challenge was that it was unnecessary to detect all phases and presenting
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not popular is relevant to this study as it provides an effective formal
method to modelling APT's [28, 44, 63, 77, 79, 80].

4.7. Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classiﬁcation (CAPEC)
The Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classiﬁcation (CAPEC)
is a standard vulnerability database. CAPEC is a list of the most common
methods attackers use to exploit vulnerabilities identiﬁed in Common
Weakness Enumerations (CWE). That is, CAPEC is focused on application
security, and describes the common attributes and techniques employed
by attackers to exploit known vulnerabilities. CAPEC analyses and classiﬁes cyber-attacks into a list of attack patterns which may occur pre or
post exploitation. It also identiﬁes the steps in common cyber-attacks and
documents their mitigation steps. There are three levels (Meta, Standard,
and Detailed) within the CAPEC Model [51, 57].
An attack pattern describes the common attributes and approaches
employed by adversaries to exploit known weaknesses in cyber-enabled
capabilities. Attack patterns deﬁne the challenges that an adversary may
face and how they go about solving it.
The ﬁrst is meta attack patterns, which intentionally lack details of
speciﬁc technology or implementation. The second is standard attack
patterns which are more procedural and speciﬁc. The third pattern is the
detailed attack pattern. This pattern is very speciﬁc as it provides indepth detail including any other associated or supporting detailed
attack pattern. The STIX Attack Pattern Domain Object contains references to the CAPEC taxonomy. STIX relationships also help identify what
vulnerabilities it targets, and which tools and malware use it [49].

4.10. NIST special publication 800-154
The National Institute of Standards and Technology has a draft guide
(800-154) for threat modelling system that is centred around data. It is
intended to be an introduction to data-centric system threat modelling. It
discusses a qualitative approach to threat modelling using four steps
[17].
The ﬁrst is the identiﬁcation and characterising process. It includes
only speciﬁc data on a speciﬁc host or a small group of closely related
hosts and devices. Storage, transmission, and processing related to the
security objectives that allow authorized people and processes to access
the data.
The second stage identiﬁes the potential attack vectors of an adversary based on risk assessments (likelihood and impact). The third phase
addresses the security controls for mitigating speciﬁc attack actions and
patterns. Feasible risk mitigation controls are identiﬁed. In the ﬁnal
phase, the threat model is analysed, to determine all the attack vectors
and controls across all the unacceptable risks [54]. This method is a
relatively novel approach and was included in this review to provide
visibility and coverage of a data-centric approach.
To visualise the modelling and taxonomies that our research discovered, we used a mind mapping exercise (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7).
Figure 4 includes the more technical orientated approaches (data, system/software) [17], and Figure 5 focuses on business and risk related
approaches (assets, threats) [16]. In additional to this we classiﬁed the
TM into quadrants based on a Graphical/Formal and a Manual/Automated axis (Figure 8).

4.8. Threat Assessment & Remediation Analysis (TARA)
Threat Assessment & Remediation Analysis (TARA) is also an initiative by MITRE. It identiﬁes, assesses cyber threats and well as their
counter measures. TARA includes a threat matrix of an adversaries TTP's,
called the Cyber Threat Susceptibility Analysis (CTSA). To complete the
TARA process CTSA is then used in combination with Cyber Risk
Remediation Analysis (CRRA) [76].
CSTA consists of deﬁning the assets in scope, identify related TTP's,
remove unlikely TTP's, apply a ranking system and construct a threat
matrix that deﬁnes the score, target assets, and adversary type. Although
it was only discussed in three studies, its usage of TTP type categorised to
assets is relevant to this review. Its uses of taxonomies such as such as
MITRE CAPEC, ATT&CK, CVE and CWE to create a TTP catalogue
appropriate to its assets is a technique that not many TM employ. An
additional beneﬁt is its scoring system. It uses 12 factors with a standard
range of values from 1 to 5 that covers Proximity, Locality, Recovery
Time, Restoration Costs, Impact on Conﬁdentiality, Integrity, and
Availability, Prior Use, Required Skills, Required Resources, Stealth, and
Attributions [54, 62, 64].

5. Threat model advantages and limitations
This section will discuss the capability across all TM approaches and
will compare the advantages and limitations of each of the models
mentioned. To identify and agree upon the advantages (Table 7) and
limitations (Table 8) associated with the 11 threat models we used an IRR
approach.
Most studies acknowledged that most threat modelling work remains
to be conducted manually [16, 28, 29, 35, 39, 46]. This was strongly
articulated in the conclusion of Xiong & Lagerstr€
om [27], whom presented a systematic Literature review of threat modelling based on
research using four leading scientiﬁc databases. This study identiﬁed and
assessed 54 articles that related to existing and new contributions to the
threat modelling process. These articles were analysed in terms of the

4.9. Diamond
The Diamond threat model (Figure 10) is a formal method for
applying scientiﬁc principles to intrusion analysis, it is a model that maps
the relationships and characteristics of adversary's capability to a target's
infrastructure. It is used to track attack groups with the assumption that
and attacker will change its targets and its TTPs over time. It gets its name
from the diamond shape used to graphically identify the four different
elements of any intrusion activity (Figure 10) adversary, infrastructure,
capability and victim [47, 77].
The diamond approach is similar to the Kill Chain and ATT&CK
models in that it is based an attacker requiring to take steps toward an
intended goal by using capability (TTP) over infrastructure against a
target. That is, it can correlate speciﬁc events and their links to each other
called activity threads. It then uses the in the Kill Chain to link relationships between these activity threads. It is a method that applies
formal principles to intrusion analysis. It can also be extended to include
features such as phase, result, direction, methodology and resources. It
provides a testable and repeatable method that identiﬁes activity and
correlates an attack using quantiﬁable measures. This approach although

Figure 10. The diamond model [77, 78]
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Table 7. Threat Model strengths.
Advantages (✓)

DFD

STRIDE

Attack Trees

Stochastic

Kill Chain

PRE-ATT&CK

ATT&CK

CAPEC

TARA

Diamond

NIST 800-154

Accessible in MISP
Adversary Capability [51, 54, 72, 74]
Available from Threat feeds [39, 82]
Usage with STIX [39, 82]
Can automate TM process
Can be combined with other threat models
Maps exploits against vulnerable
systems & environment to attack vectors
Identiﬁes data at risk – storage,
processing & in-transit [17, 83]
Easy to use [19]
Extensible/Flexible [17, 54]
Good documentation [19]
High Maturity [19, 60, 70, 79]
Identiﬁes gaps [19, 70, 79]
Identiﬁes phases/elements/patterns in
Attacks (composite threats) [15, 75]
Link individual intrusions to campaign (APT)
Map defensive controls or countermeasures
Prioritises Threats [17]
Software design, analysis, testing and support [75]
Standards based or well structured
Taxonomy for Pre & Post compromises
Models the time-agnostic nature of TTP (APT)
Used for Attack simulations or Penetration testing
Used for Investigations
Used for Threat Hunting/Detections
Uses one or many threat catalogues
Validate/assesses capability of defensive controls

however, they did have challenges when mapping attacks TTP's to the
organisations environment (data, conﬁgurations, vulnerabilities) and the
many permutations of the associated events and actions [19, 29, 79].
Martins, et al. [16] also concluded that there aren't any publicly
available tools (or techniques) that automatically perform a systematic
analysis of security threats in Cyber Physical Systems, that is, threat
modelling remains a manual process. Some of the approaches identiﬁed
that can be limited by labour intensive and time-consuming aspects are
DFD's, STRIDE, CAPEC, Diamond and TARA [19, 60, 65, 81].
An efﬁcient TM is one that can evolve with the organisations maturity
and is easily scalable. Alternatively, having a TM that requires constant
updating and maintenance, becomes very labour intensive and time
consuming. We also found that to effectively apply Machine Learning to
threat models requires some level of automation and portability. Our
study identiﬁed several threat models that use automation at different
stages in their approach.
TM approaches that are more formal have the potential attributes
required to automated threat modelling. When applying automation to
TM a taxonomy is an advantageous factor. Taxonomies were common in

models' approach, the type of attack and how their contribution was
validated (empirically or theoretically).
There are four TM methods that can be combined with another model
or models. Attack Trees and DFD can be used within other frameworks to
enhance the modelling capability. Additionally, STRIDE and TARA can
also be used by other models such as ATT&CK and Kill-chain to augment
the identiﬁcation of TTP's and their associated controls or remediation
actions.
For a maturing organisation, the ability to be able to quickly adopt a
TM approach allows them to be able to Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond
and Recover [22]. Our study has identiﬁed Lockheed Martin's Kill-chain,
STRIDE and MITRE's approaches as structured and well documented.
MITRE's stands out in this aspect as it has invested a large amount of
resources developing and documenting their structured PRE-ATT&CK,
ATT&CK, CAPEC approaches [51, 72, 73, 74].
The models that were effective in threat hunting and detecting intrusions, did however, have some limitations. Our study found a common
limitation with ATT&CK, CAPEC, Diamond and Kill Chain. These models
can identify the phases and elements in attacks and composite threats,
12
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STRIDE

Attack Trees

Stochastic

Kill Chain

PRE-ATT&CK

ATT&CK

CAPEC
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Diamond
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Table 8. Threat model limitations.

Challenging map attacks (TTP's)
to environment (data, conﬁgurations,
vulnerabilities) [79]
Challenging to determine malicious vs
non-malicious techniques [63]
Challenging to map attacks to defences
against an attack (Controls) [19]
Challenging to map/detect all the many
permutations of event, actions and execution
Has trouble scaling to large environments
High rate of false negatives [19]
Identiﬁes high level details not speciﬁc attack
details
Labor intensive or time consuming to
develop and maintain [19, 60, 65, 81]
Limited in modelling insider threats
Limited scoring analysis [17]
Limited to software/application threat modelling
Manual
13
Not all phases are used in a compromise
Not an exhaustive enumeration of attack vectors
against software
Not effective at how sequences of actions relate
to adversary objectives
Not Extensible/Not Flexible?
Requires constant updating/Maintenance
Requires expertise and environmental
(contextual/vulnerability chaining) knowledge
Requires high level of maturity of processes [17]
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Execution, Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defence Evasion, Credential
Access, Discovery, Lateral Movement, Collection, Command & Control,
Exﬁltration and Impact [72].
An additional MITRE Taxonomy is the Common Attack Pattern
Enumeration and Classiﬁcation (CAPEC). It was created to assist in the
building of secure software is a taxonomy that identiﬁes attack patterns,
schemas and classiﬁcation taxonomy [51, 57]. MITRE also has developed
the Cyber Analytics Repository (CAR) which is a knowledge base of analytics on the MITRE ATT&CK adversary model. CAR deﬁnes a analytic
data model that describes the function, domain (host, network, process,
external), associated ATT&CK Techniques and Tactics, implementation
(pseudocode) and the unit test for triggering the analytic [92].
Most taxonomies provide tactical, operational and technical information for cyber resilience, there is very little taxonomies that assists in
strategic guidance. Ferdinand believes that organisations still lack the
metrics required to make informed decisions in cyber security and [93]
proposes two taxonomies to solve this challenge. A cyber threat taxonomy and a cyber-attack taxonomy. These two taxonomies can provide a
maturity assessment that enable managers and executives to make
informed business decisions on resource and procurement decisions.

the mature TM frameworks, such as, PRE-ATT&CK, ATT&CK, CAPEC,
Diamond, Kill Chain and STRIDE [42, 51, 72, 74]. However, a challenge
to these taxonomies was the time needed to map the many permutations
of TTP's to a speciﬁc environment [19, 79]. Additionally these approaches were not effective in determining how sequences of actions
were related to an adversary objectives [29] and were also unable to
effectively determine malicious vs non-malicious techniques [63].
6. Taxonomy
To effectively model an attack, a Taxonomy is required that associate
attackers and threats to vulnerabilities, assets, controls and detection
methods. A Taxonomy is the practice of classifying objects into groups
based on similarities or differences of their attributes. It structures data to
produce information and can improve communicating a threat model.
Clear deﬁnitions of threats are broken down to clarify any ambiguity
due to barriers that may exist between professionals specialising in
different ﬁelds. Supported by this common language is a taxonomy based
on the entire threat landscape enabling the analysis and assessment at
various granularities [28].
In 2017 the Ofﬁce of Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) provided a vocabulary for the Cyber Threat Framework (CTF) has been
likened to a threat taxonomy [54]. The CTF is a threat-centric framework,
consisting of four stages of adversary attacks. They are Preparation,
Engagement, Presence, and Effect/Consequence. The CTF was designed
to improve communication between across many departments within the
United States governments intelligence community.
Another publicly available taxonomy is the Open Threat Taxonomy
(OTT). It has four threat components, an agent, a target, an action and a
consequence. The objective is to rate and catalogue threats into the
following four threat categories, Physical, Resources, Personnel and
Technical [28, 91].
The European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) has
designed the ENISA Threat Taxonomy (ETT). It is used as an analysis
mechanism for collecting and sorting threat information. purpose for its
taxonomy is to also provide a vocabulary for threat terms. The ETT
group's 75 threat actions, their related objectives and consequences, into
eight high-level threat categories. These high-level threats comprise of
disasters, outages, failures & malfunction, physical attack, unintentional
damage, malicious damage, legal and interception of communications
[15].
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) categorises all
threat events into Adversarial and non-adversarial. They also identify a
threat scenario as a series of threat events [22, 25].
Taxonomy of Operational Cyber Security Risks (TOCSR) is another
comprehensive threat taxonomy from Carnegie Mellon University. This
taxonomy has 4 high levels, Actions of people, Systems and technology
failures, Failed internal processes and External events [28].
As discussed, MITRE has a publicly available taxonomy called the
Adversarial Tactics, Techniques and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK).
ATT&CK v8 comprises of 14 high level TTPs, malware and software tools
used by Cyber Threat Actors in their attacks. MITRE provides ATT&CK in
the Structured Threat Information Expression (STIX) 2.0 JSON format via
GitHub. ATT&CK classiﬁcations include the following, Initial Access,

7. An analytical dissection of the studies
This section will illuminate key insights derived from critically analysing 49 (Table 9) threat modelling papers.
7.1. Analysis of reviewed papers
Within the 49 papers reviewed 125 collective threat models were
discussed. Most studies reviewed were inclined to discuss 4 models per
paper, and these tended to include a mean of only 2.7 of the threat
models discussed in our study. 11 out of 49 research papers studied 3 of
our 11 models this supports the fact that there are many approaches that
exist that model threats.
The extensive amount of research and resources the MITRE corporation invests in threat modelling was evident in the studies researched.
51 of the 125 models discussed were PRE-ATT&CK, ATT&CK, TARA and
CAPEC. Additionally, both the ATT&CK and Cyber Kill chain were the
most common researched methods, with 32% of papers discussing this
approach.
Not all papers were able to cover the many TM approaches
acknowledged through our research. The origins of the studies were a
mixture of academic institutes, government bodies, as well, as the private
sector. This identiﬁes that TM are continuingly being researched in both
a theoretical and practical environment. Two of the main research reviews in our study (Bodeau et al.) were prepared by the Homeland Security Systems Engineering and Development Institute (HSSEDI) [54,
62]. The research conducted by Bodeau et al. covered 8 of the 11 threat
models reviewed in our study. Bodeau also included 15 additional threat
modelling approaches not discussed in our study. It does not address the
Diamond approach or Data ﬂow diagrams as a standalone model. The
study concludes that there is no widely accepted model that currently
addresses all possible scopes. The study points to the need for a threat

Table 9. Threat Modelling studies.
DFD

STRIDE

Attack Trees

[16, 19, 27, 29, [18, 19, 27, 37, 50, [16, 18, 19, 27, 29,
33, 37, 55, 60, 54, 55, 60, 61, 62, 31, 32, 37, 54, 55,
63, 64, 65, 71, 81] 60, 61, 62, 64, 65,
61]
66, 81, 84, 85, 86]

Stochastic

Kill Chain

PRE-ATT&CK

[16, 17, 39, 45,
67, 68, 81, 84,
85],
[87]

[9, 15, 17, 27, 28, [28, 33, 50, 51, 54,
39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 56, 57, 61, 63, 71,
45, 49, 50, 54, 62, 74, 81, 89, 90]
63, 68, 70, 71, 79,
82, 83, 84, 88, 89]
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ATT&CK

CAPEC

TARA Diamond

NIST
800154

[5, 9, 15, 26, 28,
33, 40, 41, 44, 50,
51, 54, 56, 57, 61,
62, 63, 71, 72, 75,
79, 81, 82, 88, 89,
90]

[28, 63,
[9, 28, 33, 40, 49, [17,
[17,
50, 51, 54, 56, 57, 54, 62, 77, 80, 82, 54,
61, 62, 63, 71, 81, 64]
62]
84]
82, 89, 90]
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Another example of limited data was explicitly stated by Al-Shaer
et al. in their study. Al-Shaer identiﬁed that collecting a larger dataset
of real-life attacks was needed in order to increase the quantity and
quality of attack chaining technique associations [75].
The ability to not only store large amounts of data, but to process it
has given rise to more studies involving Machine Learning (ML). Prediction of numeric values and classifying objects based on their attributes
or behaviour, requires training a machine with sets of data. Ognawala
et al. [35] presented a data mining and machine learning based technique
for correlating features of vulnerable components discovered by
compositional analysis to predict CVSS3 base-score values. The research
provided a high-level overview of the implemented methods, including
data collection, compositional analysis, initial feature extraction, and
interactive feedback from an analyst to assist learning. This research
concluded that the random-forest classiﬁer was the most efﬁcient machine learning approach, and how the use of feedback from analysts
assisted with reﬁning the feature selections used. The researchers only
consider a very limited dataset buffer-overﬂows, which limited their
study.

modelling framework which can be used at multiple scales and tailored
to different purposes.
7.2. Findings
7.2.1. Finding I: actionable intelligence
In a dynamic threat landscape, modelling the behaviour of a threat
actors using TTP's is a limited approach. In a study [41] Xiong, Zhu et al.
concluded that a multiphase model can be used only to better understand
APTs, not to detect them. There was no research that could effectively
map TTP's to data, conﬁgurations, and other controls. Using attacker
TTP's in identiﬁcation and detection mechanisms is a challenge, as
legitimate behaviours can be identiﬁed as malicious.
Noor et al's research attempted to solve this attribution, however,
several questions regarding the collection and integrity of the CTI data
need to be addressed, as data can be fabricated or outdated, causing
incorrect attribution. This research did not address the question of how
effective attribution can be achieved if an Indicator of Compromise (IoC)
can be mimicked or impersonated by another attacker. Adding to this
challenge is that there are also few datasets available for the evaluation of
multi-step attack detection systems [50].
Abubakara et al. [94] reviewed the advances made in the cyber security benchmark datasets for the evaluation of machine learning and
data mining-based intrusion detection systems. The review indicated that
previous datasets, on which researchers relied heavily, have lost their
relevance because of the signiﬁcant changes in computer technology. The
lack of actionable intelligence matching the requirements of CTI consumers is also conﬁrmed in other studies [50, 71]. There is a need to be
able to impartially and dynamically provide a quantitative means to rank
the reputation of CTI sources.

7.2.3. Finding III: use case usage
Various scenarios or use cases were identiﬁed in 16 research papers.
They include potential and realised behavioural (user, attacker and system) threats that identify and explore security vulnerabilities. Our review
identiﬁed that to determine how thorough, adaptable and customisable
an approach is, multiple use cases should be applied to each threat model.
Additionally, multiple threat models should also be applied to a single
use case. Farooq et al. [89] used ATT&CK Technique use cases to evaluate
Machine learning (ML) approaches (Table 10).
APT use cases were used to evaluate the differences, strengths and
limitation between the ML approaches. To the best of our knowledge,
there was no study that compared many use cases to many TM to identify
which were applicable to either.

7.2.2. Finding II: data processing and usage
The amount of data collected and used is tending to be larger as
storage has become increasing cheaper over the period of studies
researched. The ability to analyse large amounts of disparate datasets has
given the ability to conduct behaviour analysis [95]. However, the ability
to gain access to these historical and real-time datasets have limited some
studies.
An example of using limited data is a study [33] of a system that
applied causal reasoning to predict enterprise-related external cyber
threats. The model tried to match the CPE/nation-state actor mappings to
a rule. If a match existed, the model predicted when an attack exploiting
the vulnerabilities would occur (metadata/details including the CVEs/tactics, industry, volume of discussions, probability, type and target). The
breadth and depth of data is limited in this research as the types of insider
attacks were limited to an email, destination IP or the existence of
Malware.

7.2.4. Finding IV: combined models
A combination of threat models can leverage of each other's strengths
to minimise weaknesses. Most papers re-enforced the view that
combining models speciﬁc to security requirements is the best approach.
Data ﬂow diagrams was the most popular model used when reviewing or
proposing a combination of TM's. Bland et al. [81] investigates the potential of extensions to existing cyber-attack modelling methods. It proposes using CAPEC as input and having attack patterns modelled as an
extension of Petri nets. This extension then applies a reinforcement
machine learning (ML) algorithm for predictive analysis.
Campbell et al. [90] and Bodeau [54] approach were to combine the
categories established by CAPEC with MITRE's ATT&CK threat information. Campbell et al. [90] then evaluates two ML approaches (Support

Table 10. Machine learning applied to ATT&CK Techniques.
ATT&CK Technique

Use Case

Evaluated Algorithms

Most Effective Algorithm

Initial Access

Message Classiﬁcation

Random Forest Classiﬁer

Random Forest Classiﬁer

Executions

Anomalous Process Executions

-

OCSVM Classiﬁer
Linear Kernel

Discovery

Predicting User's Processes

- Linear Regression
- Decision Tree Regression
- Random Forest Regression

Linear Regression

Ex-Filtration

Data Rate Analytic

- K-Means Clustering
- Density-Based Spatial Clustering (DBSCAN)
- Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchical (BIRCH)

K-Means Clustering

Exploitation

Parent Child Process' Analytic

-

Logistic Regression

One-Class SVM (OCSVM) Classiﬁer
Gaussian Kernel
Linear Kernel
Polynomial Kernel
Radial Kernel

Logistic Regression
Decision Trees
Naive Bayes
Decision Tree classiﬁers
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This approach may be further researched to identify the feasibility to
automate the model extend it with machine learning.

Vector Machine and Neural Network) to classifying an open source
dataset, to these combined categories. This study has identiﬁed several
ML and threat modelling approaches that could be considered in future
research.
In another study a uniﬁed version of the Lockheed Martin's kill chain
was developed that extended the original cyber kill chain [88]. It achieved this by combining and extending the kill chain with MITRE's
ATT&CK framework. This “uniﬁed kill chain” identiﬁes 18 attack phases
that can be present in the process of compromising a target. It involved an
ordered arrangement of activities that could possibly occur either outside
and/or within a defended network. As a result, the uniﬁed kill chain
addressed the limitations of the original kill chain and the uncertainty of
the nature of time in relation to MITRE's ATT&CK TTP's and their associated permutations.

7.2.7. Finding VII: threat model automation using a taxonomy
The ability to correlate threats to events is a rapidly evolving science.
The ability to ingest threat intelligence automatically is assisted by
standards such as STIX. The process of collating disparate sources of data
has also been assisted by SIEMs.
Our review has found that with the current tools available, threat
modelling requires some manual process. Martins, et al. concluded that
no publicly available tools (or techniques) exist that automatically
perform a systematic analysis of security threats in Cyber Physical Systems [16]. However, our research also identiﬁed that automation can be
implemented at different stages of the TM process. TM approaches that
are more formal have the potential attributes required to automated
threat modelling (Figure 8). We found that to semi-automate TM, a
system needs to have the ability to gather actionable intelligence,
correlate this data with a taxonomy (TTP's) and apply it to the context of
an organisation's environment.
Shevchenko et al. [19] identiﬁes both STRIDE and CVSS as being able
to be automated. However, other studies identify that STRIDE does not
provide speciﬁc details of attack vectors or patterns, it only categorises
general types of attack actions that may need to be investigated further
[54, 63].
Our study also found novel ways to simulate attacks and determine
controls using automation. Bland et al. identiﬁes a system that simulates
an attack. It achieves this by semi-automatically converting the vulnerabilities stored in a CAPEC repository, into Attack Trees, that is, one per
vulnerability [81]. This study also discusses a tool that retrieves attack
patterns from the CAPEC based on its relevance to STRIDE. Salter [30]
produced a methodology for enumerating the vulnerabilities of a system,
to determine countermeasures or controls for mitigation and remediation. The project classiﬁed adversaries in terms of their capabilities and
the targets accessibility. It correlated the attacker's characteristics (resources and objectives) with the assets vulnerability characteristics to
determine if an actual threat existed. Although this project was novel
approach, it not been considered due to its age.
Modelling current and future APT attacks requires the ability to
identify and correlate attack techniques that may follow a chain of linked
paths or events. Al-Shaer et al. proposes an approach that identiﬁes the
attack TTP interdependencies and relationships, using hierarchical
clustering [75]. Our study identiﬁed that Markov Chains can then use the
ﬁne and coarse grain associations to forecast likely attack path permutations. A Markov Chain moves through a series of transitions between
adjacent states where the next state of the system depends entirely on the
current state. Based on this approach and the cyber threat descriptions
within STIX, researchers have identiﬁed an effective approach to
generate possible cyber threat trajectories that follow attack paths [39].
A similar approach to predict attacks within a risk management system is also proposed by Polatidis [96]. It also builds attack graphs using
all identiﬁed attack paths. It uses attack graph analysis combined with a
recommendation system to predict possible future attack steps. A future
enhancement proposed in their study, was to evaluate the use of Machine
Learning classiﬁcation algorithms such as Naïve Bayes and random
forests.

7.2.5. Finding V: different audience levels of models
Threats, vulnerabilities and associated controls stored in an accessible
and understandable format, can extend the limited capability of security
knowledge resources within an organisation. It can reduce the language
barriers between professionals with a wide range of business and technical knowledge. Our review has found that there is a need for threat
models to be targeted and speciﬁc audience levels. A taxonomy-based
model is essential in empowering various levels of business to have a
clear understanding of relevant threats. This was identiﬁed in Bodeau 's
study and we agree with this type of approach. It complements the
strategic, Tactical, operational and technical aspects of threat intelligence. We have identiﬁed three potential models that could solve this
need. The ﬁrst is a contextual threat model that identiﬁes speciﬁc threats
speciﬁc to the current individual systems technical environment, to
enable internal local risk assessment, gap analysis, treatment, detection,
response and recovery aspects [54].
Once an organisation's maturity increases, the second generic threat
model can add value. This model details generic techniques and attack
patterns, that provides threat modelling for operational and tactical
purposes. This includes multiple system interactions within the IT
infrastructure.
The ﬁnal approach is a high-level TM that identiﬁes generic threats,
goals capabilities and behaviour from a strategic point of view. This
approach identiﬁes enterprise risk and a sector speciﬁc threat landscape
and further extends Bodeau's approach [54].
7.2.6. Finding VI: APT modelling
Modelling APT's were discussed in 23 research papers that were
reviewed. The approaches discussed to model an APT multi-step
attack included attack trees, NIST 800-154, CAPEC, MITRE's
TARA, and Cyber Kill Chain. One study believes that APT's receive
no beneﬁts by going back to previous stages, as they have a speciﬁc
target at the ﬁnal stage [85]. This can be challenged that if one
avenue of attack is thwarted by a control then resorting to a previous
phase to circumvent this obstacle is in their best interest. Being
aware of different permutations to a target is required to enable a
defender to successfully defend. Navarro recommends conducting
studies on the links between the steps that exist in multi-step attacks, so that this can be accounted for [29].
ATT&CKv8 provides a list of adversary groups (Intrusion-set), 64
software tools and over 458 malware families used within its structure.
The initial release of ATT&CKv8 identiﬁed 108 different adversaries,
having nearly 250 combined alias'. The intrusion set provides references
and descriptions of known APT groups that have been collated by MITRE
from various CTI providers and security communities [43]. For a threat
modelling system to be suited to an APT, our study found that it needs to
identify and document TTP's, targets (data etc.) by using actionable intelligence relevant to the target environment.
There was one signiﬁcant paper that proposed a “uniﬁed model”
(ATT&CK/Killchain) that could analyse, compare and defend against
end-to-end cyber-attacks by advanced persistent threats (APTs) [88].

7.2.8. FINDING VIII: machine learning
Our study found several Machine Learning (ML) techniques being
applied to categorise and predict threats [50, 71, 75, 89, 97]. We also
found that to effectively apply Machine Learning to threat models requires some level of automation and portability. Noor et al. have had two
papers reviewed that use Machine Learning and TTP's. Both present a
machine learning framework based on an attackers Tactics, Techniques
and Procedures (TTP). The ﬁrst paper [71] presents a ML framework that
determines threat occurrences by determining a probable relationship
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We identiﬁed that the complexity of current systems requires a hybrid
approach to threat modelling. Understanding the attackers, their motivation and skillsets will identify threat relevance. Visibility of these
threats to all stakeholders, assists in identifying all threat vectors at all
stages and levels.
There is no threat modelling approach that can be used across all
permutations of vulnerabilities, asset, threats, system and data. The
strengths and limitations we have identiﬁed can be used to determine a
TM approach, speciﬁc to the audience, maturity level and current technical environment. Our review has found that there is a need for threat
models to be targeted and speciﬁc audience levels. To complete our study
the following features can assist in determining which approach should
be taken.

between threats and TTPs. The second paper [50] presents an additional
ML framework that attributes cyber threats to an entity using TTP's.
Farooq et al. [89] has also analysed, modelled and evaluated 11
different machine learning approaches against 4, ATT&CK Technique use
cases (Table 10) lists the Evaluated algorithms and the most effective
algorithm identiﬁed. A combination of threat model could be investigated and evaluated in the study to leverage of each other's strengths and
minimise their weaknesses.
8. Future work and APT threat modelling research directions
Possible future research may be to identify the most effective
approach to contextualise current and new attack vectors by using machine learning in a cyclical process to understand the threat, its intent,
capability, doctrine, and patterns of operation.
Our study found that some level of automation and portability is
required to effectively apply Machine Learning to threat models. An
approach could use a Quadrant style approach to map TM quadrants
(Figure 8) to ML quadrants. To be able to manage risk and predict relevant threats a system requires data on assets, their vulnerabilities and
how accessible they are to threats. It also requires visibility of the threat
actor's tactics, techniques and procedures, as well as their motivation,
intent, knowledge, tools and resources available to them.
To predict possible future threats requires an effective process that
consumes historical and current data, on threats, attack vectors and
vulnerabilities, combined with the current data on organisations assets. A
potential researched system could attempt to predict unknown threats by
using an effective machine learning model. This would require a cyclical
automated process to predict the threat, its intent, capability, doctrine
and vector.
Future work may be to research and review the most effective
approach to extract data from structured threat repositories. This
framework may then be able to identify the supporting assets and their
relevant threats, vulnerabilities and potential exploits. It could also be
able to analyse the data and model collectively and identify existing
known/unknown threats, and the resulting likelihood of a compromise.
To effectively implement this proposed framework, future research
would need to compare machine learning algorithms and identify the
best combined Machine Learning Algorithms for all tasks of the proposed
framework. The risks identiﬁed from vulnerabilities, threat intelligence
and models, could then be part of a feedback loop, providing itself with
training data. The iterative system could possibly analyse and put into
context asset/threat/vulnerability data and attempt to make point-intime predictions on known, unknown and emerging threats. Keeping in
mind that new threats, vulnerabilities, applying controls or changes in
likelihood or consequences would need to be constantly reviewed.
The approaches that are more formal and automated (Figure 8) have
the attributes required to construct a taxonomy of Threat Entities (ToTE).
This ToTE could then be used to train a ML approach that can model
current threats, categorise and predict future threats. Future tasks could
be to identify novel threat model approach using a taxonomy that ensures
a comprehensive coverage and mapping of data and feature sets that will
be available to train the ML algorithms [101].

1. Use correlated and actionable threat intelligence from multiple internal and external sources.
2. Identify organisational speciﬁc threat agents, their motives and
capability.
3. Identify critical assets and controls.
4. Find all relevant threats whose likelihood and business impact level
are above the organisation's risk appetite.
5. Include as many stakeholders as possible from all areas and levels of
an organization.
6. Identify boundaries of environments within the scope of the system.
7. Identify Authentication and authorisation aspects.
8. Choose a consistent approach and methodology that best ﬁts requirements, maturity level, audience and environment.
This review has discussed ﬁndings from reviewing 49 current studies
and has provided insights into threat models and their strengths and
limitations. A consensus of the papers review identiﬁed that the current
threat modelling approaches remains a manual process, with automation
assisting at different stages. There was no individual approach that could
model threats based on strategic, tactical, operational and technical intelligence, speciﬁc to an organisation's environment.
There is a need to combine existing frameworks, to enable an organisation to have the required visibility to ensure adequate risk management. Having reviewed all these studies, we have identiﬁed three
potential hybrid approaches that could solve the identiﬁed limitations.
They are:
1) Contextual threat model based on the technology suite of the
organisation
2) Operational and tactical model, based on generic techniques and
attack patterns
3) Based on the organisations risk threshold, a strategic threat Model,
that models' generic threats, goals, capabilities and behaviour, and
assesses it against the current sector speciﬁc threat landscape.
Studies were also identiﬁed that used machine learning as a viable
approach to address TM deﬁciencies. There were several automated
approach's that were able to gather actionable intelligence and correlate it with a taxonomy (TTP's etc.) in an automated setting. However,
it did not have ability to apply the model within the context of an
organisation's environment. Machine learning is one future direction to
developing an automated, effective and efﬁcient TM approach. However, the data and features required to train an effective ML approach
needs to be actionable threat intelligence in the context of current
technical environment.

9. Conclusion
This literature review has identiﬁed the broad and disparate threat
model methodology and approaches in the research community. They all
provide different strengths and limitations as they have been tailored for
individual purposes. The approaches are speciﬁc to each level of an
organisation, its associated project and requirements. At the software
development and operations level system-centric and data-centric are
more relevant. We found that attacker and asset-centric approaches can
be used to model both technical and non-technical threats and that they
are able to provide explicit information that can be used for assessing
risk.
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